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Abstract

The rapid development of autonomous vehicles spurred a careful investigation of the po-

tential benefits of all-autonomous transportation networks. Most studies conclude that au-

tonomous systems can enable drastic improvements in performance. A widely studied

concept is all-autonomous, collision-free intersections, where vehicles arriving in a traf-

fic intersection with no traffic light adjust their speeds to cross through the intersection as

quickly as possible. In this thesis, we propose a coordination control algorithm for this

problem, assuming stochastic models for the arrival times of the vehicles. The proposed

algorithm provides provable guarantees on safety and performance. More precisely, it is

shown that no collisions occur surely, and moreover a rigorous upper bound is provided for

the expected wait time. The algorithm is also demonstrated in simulations. The proposed

algorithms are inspired by polling systems. In fact, the problem studied in this thesis leads

to a new polling system where customers are subject to differential constraints, which may

be interesting in its own right.

Thesis Supervisor: Sertac Karaman
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Autonomous systems technology holds the potential to provide substantial performance

increases in transportation systems, independently of the application domain. For example,

robotic vehicles servicing packaging requests in large Amazon warehouses already increase

efficiency [13, 34]. Similar autonomous vehicles provide material handling services in

seaports [1, 12, 16]. In both application domains, the vehicles coordinate their motion in

order to share common resources, in this case roads and intersections, as effectively as

possible, for example to minimize transportation times.

Beyond facilitating routine tasks, all-autonomous vehicle systems enable drastic im-

provements in efficiency in dangerous work environments. As we seek to improve the

performance of these currently human-operated networks, such as transportation networks

Figure 1-1: A warehouse populated with Kiva Systems LLC robots, automating warehouse logistics [10].
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Figure 1-2: Unmanned automated guided vehicles (AGV) transporting containers in Europe's largest sea port,

in Rotterdam, Netherlands [30].

and air traffic management, human operators will simply not be able to react reliably and

quickly enough to guarantee safety in this high performance regime, necessitating the de-

velopment and implementation of all-autonomous vehicle systems.

Furthermore, in the near future, one can imagine the airspace above urban environments

being utilized for aerial transport systems. For example, Amazon Prime Air boasts a max-

imum delivery time of thirty minutes with their emerging unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

delivery system [3]. In March of 2015 the Federal Aviation Administration in the U.S.

issued an experimental airworthiness certificate to Amazon, allowing the testing of drones

in US airspace under certain conditions [2]. Although many restrictions are currently im-

posed, some quite stringent, such as the drone remaining within "visual line-of-sight of

the pilot and observer," as the safety of this emerging system is verified and validated, the

FAA will be more inclined to relax this initial mandate, giving more freedom to Amazon

Prime Air and other projects such as Google's Project Wing. With the possibility of certain

zones of our future airspace being populated, even congested, with drones, it is important

to develop algorithms that safely motion plan these drones, while also seeking to globally

determine what is the best strategy of routing these vehicles to their destinations.

Encouraged by the growing interest in autonomous, driverless cars, similar technologies

may be considered for urban transportation networks, where cars coordinate their motion

to reduce delays while enhancing safety [25, 33]. Consider, for example, vehicles arriving

near a traffic intersection where a central control system adjusts their speeds to lead them

through the intersection as quickly as possible. In the absence of traffic lights, when the
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only limiting factor is avoiding collision with other vehicles, the vehicles' motion can be

carefully adjusted, to ensure that the intersection is crossed as quickly as possible. This

may require, for instance, that the vehicles traveling in the same lane form series of small

platoons, whereas the vehicles from different lanes cross the intersection in close proximity

to one another, while traveling at high speeds.

The importance of this problem has not gone unnoticed. In fact, there is a signifi-

cant and growing body of literature on the problem of motion coordination through all-

autonomous intersections, which we will consider in the following section.

1.2 Related Work on All-Autonomous Intersections

Coordination control systems based on auction algorithms [8], multi-agent simulation [17,

31], genetic algorithms [24] and token-based approaches [20] were proposed very re-

cently, and implementations using vehicle-to-vehicle communication networks were con-

sidered [4]. Similar problems were also studied from the perspective of hybrid control

systems [9, 15] and air traffic management [21, 23].

All of the aforementioned approaches use computational experiments to show that the

proposed algorithms are safe and they provide good performance. In many cases, the im-

provement on all-autonomous intersections is so drastic that it leads to several orders of

magnitude reduction in average delay for vehicles crossing the intersection. Although the

results of the computational experiments are very encouraging, to the best of our knowl-

edge, optimal algorithms and mathematically rigorous performance bounds are not known.

The control of all-autonomous intersections is a more recent interest in the field of

intersection management. Nevertheless, there are some important developments despite

this relatively new field. Before we explore developments in all-autonomous intersection

management, we consider some important work regarding the motion planning of vehicles

approaching semi-autonomous intersections, i.e., intersections populated with a combina-

tion of human drivers and autonomous vehicles.

Onieva in 2012 developed a controller for a vehicle approaching a two-lane intersection

populated by human drivers that is safe, illustrated in Figure 1-3. The human drivers do not

15



Figure 1-3: Illustration of an autonomous vehicle approaching an intersection with an uncooperative manual
driver [24].

cooperate with the vehicle, but neither are they antagonistic; they simply do not take deviate

from their nominal trajectory due to the presence of the autonomous vehicle. Although safe,

this semi-autonomous intersection leads to suboptimal performance, since one does not

consider how to motion plan vehicles in a global sense, and therefore, vehicle cooperation

to achieve some global goal, such as minimizing delay, is not explored.

Also, in 2012, Colombo and Vecchio developed a computationally efficient, hybrid

controller that preserves the safety of vehicles approaching an intersection. Their frame-

work allows for quite general vehicular models; however, again like Onieva, they focus on

demonstrating safety and do not emphasize performance. Moreover, their hybrid controller

is designed to augment the actual vehicle controller, i.e., the control action for the vehicle

is generated by a nominal controller and then fed through the hybrid controller to ensure

safety. Although this methodology allows one to consider general motion planners for ve-

hicles, even quite aggressive ones, there is no cooperation between vehicles either in the

same lane or in a different lane, again, possibly restricting the overall performance of the

system.

The previous works mentioned focused on developing safe controllers for vehicles ap-

proaching a busy intersection. They did not consider how to globally motion plan vehicles.

Now, we present current work in intersection management. In these works, the authors
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Figure 1-4: Illustration of an autonomous vehicle with a computationally efficient, hybrid controller that

preserves safety at intersection [9].

consider the problem of scheduling vehicles as they approach an intersection, although

they make use of a simplified vehicular model.

Mao in 2001 considered intersecting deterministic streams of aircraft [23]. He discov-

ered a criterion on the aircrafts' ability to move laterally away from the stream that guar-

antees safety of the intersecting streams. Note that the incoming streams are deterministic.

We are interested in optimally performing algorithms for the case of stochastically arriving

of vehicles, which allows us to model more appropriately vehicles in a real environment.

Stone and Dresner in 2009 developed an algorithm to schedule vehicles approaching

an autonomous intersection [17]. The intersection region is spatially discretized. Vehicles

approaching the intersection region reserve certain slots for certain periods of time, as they

request to continue straight, or turn left or right. Not only do the authors demonstrate

the safety of their algorithm, they demonstrate the high performance of their algorithm in

simulations. However due to the complexity of the algorithm, it is difficult to establish

rigorous bounds on the performance of the algorithm; thus, the authors rely mainly on

simulations to analyze their algorithm.

The algorithm we propose in this thesis schedules vehicles as they approach the inter-

section, while also motion planning their trajectories. However, we do consider simpler

dynamics. In later work, we wish to extend the algorithm developed in this thesis to more

general dynamics.
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Figure 1-5: Two intersecting streams of aircraft [23].

Figure 1-6: AIM algorithm for scheduling vehicles approaching an autonomous intersection [17].
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1.3 Thesis Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is a motion coordination algorithm for all-autonomous

intersections. Our algorithm is based on the polling systems literature, and it provides-

provable guarantees on safety and performance. In fact, our algorithm uses a particular

polling policy at its core, and its performance is tied to the performance of this polling

policy. Roughly speaking, we show that no collisions occur at all times, and moreover, the

delay each customer experiences is bounded by the delay in a corresponding polling policy

executed on a traditional polling system. The latter result implies an analytical bound on

the average delay.

Let us note that the polling systems literature is fairly rich [6,7, 19,28,32]. Motivated

by applications in communication systems, transportation systems, and manufacturing, the

literature has flourished during the last few decades. Analytical expressions were derived

for a range of polling policies [7,28,32], and these foundational results have been utilized

in a variety of application domains [6, 19]. The traditional applications of polling systems

include urban traffic flows [6].

However, to the best of our knowledge, the applications of polling systems in the con-

text of all-autonomous traffic intersections is novel. Furthermore, the problem formulation

presented in this thesis can be generalized leading to a new class of polling systems where

the customers are subject to differential constraints, which may be interesting on its own

right. In this case, the customers must be "steered" to a suitable state before they can be

serviced. Our results imply that, in a certain class of such polling systems, the differential

constraints can be managed, i.e., the differentially-constrained polling system can achieve

the same performance that its counterpart with no differential constraints achieves.

Although this thesis focuses on applications in urban transportation, let us emphasize

that potential application areas also include air transportation as well as warehouse au-

tomation and manufacturing. In particular, trajectory-based operations considered for the

NextGen air transportation system (see, e.g., [22]) by the Federal Aviation Administration

in the U.S. will enable trajectory planning and precision execution for aircraft. An effec-

tive use of the shared airspace may be possible by setting up virtual roads and intersec-
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tions, where the aircraft coordinate their motion for increased performance. Furthermore,

autonomous robotic vehicles servicing warehouses, factories, and transportation hubs (e.g.,

airports, seaports, train stations, etc.) may enable efficient transportation of goods and

people, with the help of effective motion coordination algorithms.
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Chapter 2

Problem Definition

We are interested in the problem of motion coordination through a traffic intersection, as

depicted in Figure 2-1. Consider a traffic intersection where two orthogonal lanes intersect.

Suppose each vehicle is subject to second order dynamics of the following form:

S(t) = U(t) (2.1)

where x(t) denotes the position of the front bumper of the vehicle, 0 < (t) < Vm is the

maximum velocity constraint, and lu(t)l < a_ is the maximum acceleration constraint.

The region where the two lanes intersect is called the intersection region. The portion of

the road within a distance of L to the intersection region is called the control region. We

assume that, once a vehicle is inside the control region, it is controlled by a central control

system. In other words, the input signal u(t) is directly determined by a central control

system for all vehicles that are in the control region.

This central control system does not know a priori the precise times that each vehicle

will arrive at the control region. However, we assume that certain statistics of their inter-

arrival times are available. More precisely, we model the arrival times {tj,k : j c N} as

a suitable stochastic process, where tj,k is the time that the jth vehicle enters the control

region (front bumper is exactly a distance of L away from the end of the intersection) from

lane k E {1, 2}. In other words, the jth vehicle entering the control region from lane k is

at position -L at time tj,k, i.e., Xj,k(tj,k) = -L, where Xj,k(t) denotes the position of this
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Figure 2-1: An illustration of a fully autonomous traffic intersection. Autonomous vehicles arriving near the

intersection are fully controlled by a central control system. The control system ensures that the vehicles

safely pass through the intersection; furthermore, the central control system provides provable guarantees on

performance, e.g., an upper bound on the average time it takes a typical vehicle to go through this intersection

region.

vehicle at time t. From this point on, the position Xj,k(t) of the same vehicle is governed

according to the dynamics given in Equation (2.1). If the lane number of the jth vehicle is

clear from context, we simplify the notation and drop the lane subscript, i.e., xj denotes the

trajectory of the jth vehicle, tj denotes the time the jth vehicle enters the control region,

et cetera. We assume that the vehicles enter the control region with maximum speed, i.e.,

J(t,k) = v, for all j E N and all k C {1, 2}. To simplify notation, the jth vehicle that

enters lane k is sometimes denoted as vehicle (j, k).

We represent each vehicle as a two-dimensional, rectangular rigid body with length I

and width w. The position of this rigid body is encoded with respect to one of the corners

of the intersection region. See Figure 2-2. The position of the rigid body represents the

center of the front bumper of the vehicle. The orientation of this rigid body depends on

which lane the vehicle is traveling in. To formalize, let us define the rigid body at position

z E R in lane k with R(z, k) c R2 , i.e.,

R(z, 1) {(y1, y2) C R: z - I < y, < z, O < y2 < wl

and

R(z, 2) :={(yi, y2) R :0 < y < w, z-l < y 2 < z}.

Then, the jth vehicle entering lane k at time t is represented by R(xj,k(t), k).

Let Ik(t) denote the indices for all vehicles that are inside the control region at time t

22
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vehicles in lane 1

:L

vehicles in lane 2

Figure 2-2: An illustration of the control region.

and in lane k. For instance, if the 3rd, 4th, and 5th vehicles are in lane 1 at time t, then we

have I,(t) = {3, 4, 5}. Clearly, Ik(t) is a set of consecutive natural numbers for all t > 0

and all k E {1, 2}.

Definition 2.0.1 (Safety) The control region is said to be safe at time t E R>o, if there

are no pairwise collisions among the vehicles, i.e., R(xj,k (t), k) n R(xi,l (t), 1) = 0 for all

E Ik, all i E 11 and all k, l E {1, 2}.

For each vehicle, we define the delay incurred in transitioning through the intersection

as follows. Recall that tj,k is the time that the jth vehicle enters lane k. Let Tj,k denote the

time that the same vehicle completely exits the intersection region, that is, the rear bumper

of the vehicle is outside the intersection region. More precisely, T,k is the time instance

for which Xj,k(Tj,k) = 1 + w. Then, the time it takes for the same vehicle to transition

the control region is Tj,k - tj,k. We define the delay as the difference between this time

and the time it takes the vehicle to traverse the control region had it been empty. Consider

Figure 2-3 for a graphical interpretation of a vehicle's delay.

Definition 2.0.2 (Delay) The delay of vehicle (j, k) is defined as

L+l+w
D,k := (T,k - tj,k) - .m

Dj,k denotes the delay and (L + w + l)/vm is the time it would have taken the vehicle to

traverse the control region had there been no vehicles in the control region.
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Figure 2-3: Graphical interpretation of the delay of a vehicle as given by Definition 2.0.2.

We are interested in developing coordination algorithms that govern this central con-

troller such that both performance (for example, in terms of delay) and safety (avoiding

collisions between vehicles) are simultaneously guaranteed. We will discuss such algo-

rithms in the next section.

At this point, we tacitly leave out an important part of the problem formulation: we do

not specify the distribution of the stochastic processes {tj,k : j E N}. We will identify this

as a part of our model and assumptions in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Control Policy

In this chapter, we propose a control policy for the intersection coordination problem we in-

troduced in Chapter 2. This policy is based on the polling policies for polling systems [28].

Before describing the policy, we briefly introduce queueing and polling systems and their

analysis below, in order to provide a framework for determining how to globally schedule

vehicles in an efficient manner. This framework is rich enough that we can apply it to our

intersection management problem as defined in Chapter 2, providing us our performance

bounds, while also simple enough to simulate in a straightforward manner.

3.1 Background on Queueing and Polling Systems

Loosely speaking, queueing theory studies the behavior of wait lines and queues. One of the

widely studied mathematical models can be described as follows. Suppose customers arrive

at the system, where their requests are processed by one server. Let tj denote the arrival

time of the jth customer. Let sj denote the time it takes for this customer to be serviced by

the server, once it gets the server's attention. Often, both {t3  j c N} and {sy j E N}

are stochastic processes. Suppose the customers are serviced by the server one at a time, in

the order that they arrive. Then, given the statistics of arrival times and service times, what

is the time average queue length (number of customers who have arrived, but have not yet

been serviced) or what is the average wait time for a typical customer? Queueing theory

aims to answer these questions for a variety of queueing models. The queueing theory
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literature has found profound applications in a number of domains [11], including urban

traffic [18].

Polling systems are extensions of queueing systems, where the servers service multiple

sets of customers arriving in different queues. The server may choose to serve a customer

from any queue. However, the server must pay a set-up cost each time it serves customers

coming from a queue that is different than the queue of the previous customer. This situ-

ation may arise, for example, in manufacturing machines that need to change their tooling

each time they switch to processing a different kind of manufacturing good, where chang-

ing the tooling may require time.

Central to polling systems is a controller that decides which queue to serve next. This

decision is a determining factor for the performance of the system, for instance, in terms of

the average delay or the queue length. In either case, the control policy must trade off the

following two. On the one hand, it should switch between different queues often enough,

in order to ensure customers in one queue do not wait too long for the server to process

customers in a different queue; on the other hand, the server should not switch too often in

order not to incur too much set-up cost.

Let us describe a widely-studied polling system example that extends the queueing

system example we discussed earlier.

Consider a polling system with two queues and one server. Let ti,k denote the time that

customer j arrives in queue k, and let sj,k denote the amount of time it takes the server

to service this customer, where k E {1, 2}. Both {tj,k j E N} and {S,: j E N}

are stochastic processes, for k = 1, 2. The customers are serviced by the server one at

a time. Switching from one queue to the other requires a set-up time, say r, which is

also a random variable. That is, if the server last serviced a customer from queue 1 and

it decides to service a customer from queue 2 next, then a set-up time of r time units is

incurred in addition to the service time of the customers; no set-up time is required, if the

server decides to continue servicing customers from queue 1. Strictly speaking, we must

identify how exactly the set-up time cost incurs when all queues are empty. For example,

in the wait-and-see system (see [28]), if all queues are empty, then the server waits in the

queue it last served. If a customer from this queue arrives, then no set-up cost is incurred.
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However, if a customer from a different queue arrives, then the server pays the set-up cost

and switches to the other queue. After each service completion, the server must make a

decision: continue serving customers from the same queue or switch to the next queue.

Polling systems theory analyzes the performance of various polling policies [28]. Some

popular examples include the exhaustive policy, gated policy, and the k-limited policy. In

the exhaustive policy, the server continues to service customers from the same queue until

that queue is empty. In the gated policy, right after the server switches over to a new queue,

it takes a snapshot of this queue; and the server services only those customers in the snap-

shot, but not the customers that arrive after the snapshot is taken. In the k-limited policy,

the server services the customers in the same queue until either k customers are serviced or

all customers in the queue are serviced, whichever comes first. Once these customers are

serviced, the server switches to the next queue. These policies can be formalized easily.

We refer the reader, for example, to [28].

Polling systems literature has been active for several years [6]. The existing literature,

including the analysis of these policies for a large class of similar polling models [32],

focuses on the case when the interarrival times of the customers have independent identical

memoryless distribution, i.e., the arrival times process {tj,k : j E N} is a Poisson process

for all queues k E {1, 2}. For example, the necessary and sufficient conditions for stability,

the expected delay, and the steady state queue length are known for all of the three policies

considered above [28]. In fact, these values can be computed when the number of queues

is more than two and the intensity of arrival times is different across queues [28].

Unfortunately, it is analytically challenging to find optimal policies [28]. However,

approximation results for limiting cases are available. For example, on the one hand, the

exhaustive policy is known to induce lower delay when compared to the gated polling

system in a light-load regime, i.e., when the intensities of the arrival times are close to zero

for both queues [28]; on the other hand, the gated policy is known to be better than the

exhaustive one in the heavy-load regime, i.e., when the load is close to instability [28,32].
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3.2 Simulating Polling Systems Behavior

The coordination algorithms we present below heavily rely on the polling systems policies.

In particular, in a number of places we simulate the behavior of a polling policy forward in

time. We devote this section to formalizing this procedure.

Consider a polling system with two queues and deterministic service and set-up times.

That is, the customers arrive at times {tj,k j E N}, where k E {1, 2}; their service

requires s time units, and the server requires r time units to switch queues. The arrival

times of the customers are stochastic processes. However, suppose the variables s are r the

fixed for all the customers. The coordination algorithm we present in Section 3.3 relies on

simulating the behavior of a polling system that has fixed service time s and fixed set-up

time r.

For notational convenience, we represent a polling system with the symbol P. The

algorithms we describe below interact with a polling system through two procedures. The

procedure P.AddToQueue(k) adds one customer to queue k. The P.Simulate() proce-

dure simulates the behavior of the polling system, assuming no additional customers ar-

rive. More precisely, the P.Simulate() returns two sequences of time instances, namely

= (T 1,1 , Ti2
,1, - - , Tin,1) and T = (TJ1 2, Th,2, . . . , Ti, 2 2 ), where Ti, is the time that the

server is scheduled to begin servicing the jth customer in queue k. Note that the behavior

of the polling system P depends on its polling policy (e.g., exhaustive, gated, k-limited, et

cetera), the service time s, the set-up time r, the number of customers in the two queues,

and the time the server began serving the current customer (if the server is currently serv-

ing any customers) or the time that the set-up operation started (if the server is currently

switching over to the next queue). Given the values of all these variables, the P.Simulate()

procedure is well-defined in the sense that the sets T1 and T2 are uniquely determined, if

the service time s and the set-up time r are fixed (not random).

Let m and n denote the number of customers in queues 1 and 2, respectively. Let t

denote the time since the current customer's service has started. Let Simulate(m, It)

denote the procedure that simulates the behavior of the polling assuming no additional cus-

tomers arrive. More precisely, the Simulate(m, u, t) procedure returns the time instances
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7 1,1, 72,11 ..., and Tj,2, Ti2,i. ' j-. ,jr,2, where rjk is the time that jth customer arriv-

ing in the kth queue is scheduled to start being serviced by the server.

Notice that, when the service time s and the set-up time r are fixed (not random), then

there is a unique set of T,k's; hence, the Simulate(m7, n, t) procedure is well defined.

3.3 The Intersection Coordination Algorithm .

We propose an event-triggered coordination algorithm that plans the motions of all vehicles

that enter the control region as described in Chapter 2. More precisely, the control algorithm

computes X,k, for all vehicles that are in the control region, such that the trajectories Xjk

are dynamically feasible and no two vehicles collide. The coordination algorithm is event-

triggered in the sense that the trajectories Xj,k are updated each time a new vehicle arrives

at the control region.

The core procedure embedded in this event-triggered coordination algorithm is pre-

sented in Algorithm 1. Each time a new customer arrives in queue k, this procedure is trig-

gered. The procedure computes and returns the trajectories xi,1 for all i E {i1 , i2 - - , i7 I

and xj,2 and all j E {ji, j 2 . , i 7}, each time a new vehicle arrives at the control region.

Before presenting the coordination algorithm, let us introduce the following motion

planning procedure. The MotionSynthesize procedure generates a trajectory for each

vehicle given the time this vehicle must reach the intersection region and the trajectory of

the vehicle in front of it. Furthermore, the trajectory is designed such that the vehicle stays

as closely as possible to the intersection region at all times. Denote to as the arrival time

of this vehicle, and t1 as the time to reach the intersection region. Suppose the trajectory

of the vehicle in front is denoted by x' : [t', t'g] -+ R, where t' is its arrival time in the

control region and t' is the time it is scheduled to reach the intersection region. Then, the

MotionSynthesize procedure computes a new trajectory such that the two vehicles do

not collide and the new trajectory reaches the intersection at time t1 with speed v,,,. More
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precisely, we define:

MotionSynthesize(x', tf)

arg min f x(t)Idt
x:[toTr]-+R ito

subject to 4(t) = u(t), for all t E [to, tf];

0 < - (t) <_ !m for all t E [to, tf;

Iu(t) K arr, for all t E [to, tf;

Ix(t) - x'(t)I ;> 1, for all t E [to, t'

"(to) = -L; (to) = v,;

x(tf) = 0; (tf) = V,

where v.. and am are the maximum velocity and the maximum acceleration of the vehicles,

1 is the length of the vehicle, and L is the length of the road in the control region.

Then, the coordination algorithm works as follows. The algorithm emulates the be-

havior of a polling system denoted by P. We set this policy to have fixed (non-random)

service time s = l/vm and set-up time r w/v,,,. Note that the service time s is precisely

the amount of time from when a vehicle's front bumper enters the intersection region to

when its rear bumper leaves the control region assuming the vehicle is traveling at 'v.,. The

set-up time on the other hand is the amount of time from when the vehicle's rear bumper

leaves the control region to when its rear bumper exits the intersection region. (See Fig-

ure 3-1.) This polling system may be governed by almost any polling policy that satisfies

some mild technical assumptions. (See Assumption 4.2.1.) Each time a new customer ar-

rives in the control region from lane k, the procedure AddToQueue(k) (see Algorithm 1)

is triggered. This procedure first adds into queue k of polling system P one customer that

represents the newly arriving customer (Line 1). Then, the procedure simulates the polling

system forward in time assuming no new customers will arrive (Line 2). The result of the

simulation is a sequence of times, namely 71 and 72. Let us denote the element T of

Tk by Tk(j). Finally, the procedure generates a trajectory using the MotionSynthesize
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1 P.AddToQueue(k);
2 (7i,73) +- P.Simulate(;
3 fork = 1,2do
4 fori=1,2,...,nkdo
5 Tj-k kW;

6 Xj,k +- MotionSynthesize(xi-,k,Tj,k A);

7 end

8 end
Algorithm 1: NewArrival(k) procedure is triggered when a new vehicle arrives in the control

region from lane k.

Control region Intersection region

(b)

(a) c)

Figure 3-1: We show the three time instances that are described in the text. In (a), the front bumper of the

vehicle is entering the intersection region. In (b), the rear bumper is leaving the control region and entering

the intersection region. In (c), the rear bumper is leaving the intersection region. In the figure above, the

control region (shaded light grey) and the intersection region (shaded in dark grey) are shown.

procedure for each vehicle such that the jth vehicle in lane k is scheduled to reach the in-

tersection at time Tj~k L/v,, while avoiding collision with the vehicle in front (Line 6). To

be precise, define xo,k(t) = I for all t E R>o and k E {1, 2}; and the MotionSynthesize

procedure is used to compute Xj,k for all j f 0.

We emphasize that the coordination algorithm depends on the polling policy that gov-

erns the polling system P. In the next chapter, we show that safety is guaranteed for a

wide range of polling policies and that performance can be bounded with respect to the

performance of the polling system P, which in turn depends on the said polling policy.
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Chapter 4

Analysis

In this section, we show that the coordination algorithm presented in the previous chapter

has two important properties. First, the algorithm is safe in the sense that no collisions

occur in the control region. (See Definition 2.0.1.) Second, the coordination algorithm

provides good performance. Recall that the coordination algorithm simulates a polling

system. We show that the additional delay incurred in traversing the control region is no

more than the delay that would incur in servicing a customer in the corresponding polling

system, independently of the polling policy that governs the system.

These guarantees hold under certain assumptions. In what follows, we present a class

of stochastic process models for vehicle arrival times and two important assumptions. Sub-

sequently, we state and prove our theoretical results, including the key lemma and its corol-

laries.

4.1 Arrival time model

First, we model the arrival times {t,: j E N} as a hard-core stochastic point process

on the non-negative real line [26] such that the tj+1,k - tk i/v,,, for all j E N and

k E {1, 2}.1 The inequality guarantees that no two vehicles are in collision at the time of

arrival. A widely studied hard-core stochastic point process, which we also utilize here,

I Roughly speaking, hard-core point processes are those ensure that the distance between its points are

lower bounded by a certain number; in other words, its points are no closer than a certain distance. We refer

the reader to [26] for more information.
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is the Mat6rn process [5,27,29] generated by thinning a Poisson process. First, a marked

Poisson point process is generated on the non-negative real line, where each point tj is

marked with an independent uniformly random real number between zero and one denoted

by m(ti). Subsequently, any point tj that satisfies the following is deleted: there exists

another tj such that the distance between tj and tj is no more than d and n(tj) > m(tj). It

is clear that no two points are within a distance of less than d. Hence, the Mat6m process

is a hard-core point process.

In addition, we model the effect of over-crowding in the control region to rule out cases

that trivially contradict safety. More precisely, we tacitly assume that, if vehicle j arrives

in lane k at time tjk and at this time there is no input that saves it from hitting the car in

front, then the same vehicle chooses not to enter the intersection. 2 Let us emphasize that

this assumption does not guarantee safety immediately. That there exists some path that

does not lead to a collision does not immediately imply that there is a path that is both

safe and provides performance guarantees. In other words, this assumption does not render

the problem trivial. Without such an assumption, however, the system is (trivially) unsafe.

We emphasize that it is impossible to guarantee safety without this assumption. That is,

without it, one is faced with trivial cases where any coordination algorithm is unsafe with a

non-zero probability. However, clearly, the chance that a vehicle must choose not to enter

the intersection is very small, when the road length L is very large or the intensity of the

arrival times is very small (i.e., the light load case). Hence, our analysis applies in these

limiting cases, even without this assumption.

4.2 Assumptions

Next, we discuss two assumptions. Our first assumption is rather technical. Recall that

the behavior of the coordination algorithm depends on the policy of the polling system it

simulates. We introduce a regularity assumption on this policy. Roughly speaking, we

assume that the policy does not respond to the arrival of a customer in queue 1 by favoring

2For practical purposes, we envision a system with a fork right at the entrance of the control region, and
when it is clearly unsafe to enter the control region (in the sense it is impossible to avoid a collision), then the
same vehicle takes the exit at the fork and does not enter the control region.
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the servicing of customers in queue 2, and vice versa. The assumption is formalized as

follows.

Assumption 4.2.1 (Regular polling policies) Let P denote the polling system that the co-

ordination algorithm is using. The polling policy of P satisfies the following. At any given

time instance, suppose we simulate the polling system to get (TI, T2) +- P.Simulateo.

Suppose, right at that time instance we first add one customer to queue 1 and simulate the

queue afterwards,. i.e., P.AddToQueue(1); (77, ') +- P.Simulate() to obtain (TI', 7').

Then, policy does not schedule customers in queue 2 to an earlier time, i.e., '7'(j) > T(2j)

for all j E {j1, 2 ,Jn2 }, and moreover the policy does not change the scheduled times

of the customers in queue 1, i.e., 7(i) = 7-(i) for all i c {i1 , i2,. . . , ii 1 }. The same

result also holds for queue 1, whenever a new customer is added to queue 2.

This assumption is satisfied by many polling policies.

Proposition 4.2.2 The exhaustive, gated, and the k-limited polling policies (see Section 3.3)

all satisfy Assumption 4.2.1.

Proof This result can be verified easily for each policy. We verify only for the exhaustive

policy. Without loss of generality, suppose a new customer arrives in queue 1. First, sup-

pose the server was processing a customer from queue 1. This would cause the scheduled

times for queue 2 customers to be shifted back in time, while it does not affect the sched-

uled times of customers in queue 1. Second, suppose the server the customer was serving a

customer from queue 2 at the time of arrival of the new customer. Then, the servicing times

of the customers in queue 1 and 2 do not even change. Hence, Assumption 4.2.1 holds for

the exhaustive policy. Similarly, it can be shown that Assumption 4.2.1 is satisfied by gated

and k-limited policies as well, merely by utilizing the same proof technique. I

We provide our main assumption that the length of the control region is bounded from

below by a certain number L*. Note that this minimum road length L* is a function of the

dynamics and geometry of the vehicles.

Assumption 4.2.3 (The length of the control region) The length L of each of the control

regions is bounded from below as follows: L > min{ 2v /a,, , v/a.+ + W } L*.
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As we will show later, this assumption guarantees that the control region is long enough to

allow the safe coordination of vehicles while guaranteeing good performance.

4.3 Main theoretical results

Our main theoretical results are presented below in Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. These results

are enabled by a key lemma, which we present below.

Lemma 4.3.1 Suppose Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 hold. Then, each time a new vehicle

arrives and Algorithm 1 is called, every call to the Mot ionSynthesize procedure (Line 6

of Algorithm 1) yields a feasible optimization problem such that the following condition is

met. Denote Xj,k as the previous trajectory of the jth vehicle in lane k, i.e., the trajectory

of vehicle (j, k) before the latest call to Algorithm 1, and J,k as the updated trajectory

assigned to vehicle (j, k) via the last call to Algorithm 1. Then, the updated trajectory tjk

agrees with the previous trajectory xj.k for all time t before the last call to Algorithm 1, i.e.,

XJ(t) = X ,k(t) for all t < to, where to is the arrival time of the newly arrived vehicle.

Recall that the way we formulated the MotionSynthesize procedure, it solves for

the entire trajectory of the vehicle, not just the future portion of its trajectory; there-

fore, to maintain feasibility of implementation of this algorithm, we must have that the

MotionSynthesize procedure does not update the past history of a vehicle's trajectory.

One can also formulate the MotionSynthesize procedure so as to solve for just the future

part of a vehicle's trajectory, instead of the entire trajectory; however, first note that this is

just a reformulation of the procedure as currently posed, and secondly, we find that the cur-

rent formulation of the MotionSynthesize procedure facilitates some details of the proof

of Lemma 4.3.1.

Before providing the proof of this lemma, let us point out two important corollaries,

which are our main results.

First, the algorithm guarantees safety surely. In other words, it is guaranteed that no

collisions occur as new customers arrive at the control region.
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Theorem 4.3.2 (Safety) Suppose Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 hold. Then, the control re-

gion is safe at all times t > 0 in the sense of Definition 2.0.1.

Second, the delay experienced by the vehicles is bounded by the delay of the corre-

sponding polling system.

Theorem 4.3.3 (Performance) Suppose Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 hold. Recall that the

delay incurred in transitioning through the control region for vehicle j in lane k is denoted

by Dj,k. (See Chapter 2.) Let Wj,k denote the wait time of the corresponding customer

added to the polling system (see Algorithm 1, Line 1) when vehicle j arrives in the control

region from lane k. Then, we have the following:

Dj,k < Wjk, almost surely.

In essence, Theorem 4.3.3 states that the differential constraints that bind the customers

as they traverse the control region are irrelevant. The delay is no more than the delay that

is incurred in the corresponding polling system. Hence, one can employ any polling policy

in the coordination algorithm and guarantee the same performance provided by this policy.

We emphasize that the expected delay is known for many polling policies, in particular

the exhaustive and gated policies, when the arrival process is Poisson [28]. Then assuming

that the vehicle arrival times is a stochastic Mat6rn point process, the expected delay time

can be bounded as follows.

Corollary 4.3.4 Let E[D] denote the average delay for a typical vehicle while traversing

the control region, when the arrival times of the vehicles is a Matirn process with parame-

ter A, for some polling policy. Let E [W] denote the average delay for a typical customer in

a polling system with Poisson arrivals with intensity A, for the same polling policy. Then,

E[D] < E[W].

The proof of this simple corollary of Theorem 4.3.3 follows directly from the fact that the

Matern process with parameter A is obtained by thinning the corresponding Poisson process

with the same parameter. The value of E[W] can be derived for many polling policies [28].

Finally, we provide the proof of the main lemma.
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Lemma 4.3.1 (Sketch) We prove this lemma by invariance. Suppose a vehicle enters the

control region at, say, time to. We assume that all the vehicles at time to are following

safe and feasible trajectories, which had been generated by Algorithm 1. Now at time

to, we step through Algorithm 1, verifying that the vehicles' trajectories are updated to

safe and feasible trajectories, as required by Lemma 4.3.1. Without loss of generality,

let the incoming vehicle arrive in Lane 2. For ease of presentation, we will denote this

newly arrived vehicle from Lane 2 as vehicle A. Updating the schedule times according

to Algorithm 1, we denote rj as the updated schedule time of a vehicle j in the control

region and rA as the newly assigned schedule time of vehicle A. Similarly, we denote

rj as the previous schedule time of a vehicle j currently in the control region, i.e., the

schedule time that vehicle j had been assigned before its update at time to. By the regular

polling policy condition, the remaining vehicles in Lane 2 keep the same schedule times.

Thus, the MotionSynthesize procedure engenders the same trajectories as before. Lane 2

vehicles continue on their current trajectories. Next we consider Lane 1 vehicles beginning

with the vehicles closest to the intersection region, mirroring the same order determined by

Algorithm 1. We show the feasibility of Lane 1 vehicle trajectories that satisfy Lemma 4.3.1

in three steps.

First, we consider vehicles within v'/(2amn) of the intersection region. More precisely,

suppose vehicle j is located such that 1xj (to)| < vi /(2am). We claim that the schedule

time of vehicle j does not change as a result of the arrival of vehicle A, i.e., T = Tj.

We show this with a proof by contradiction. Suppose that the newly arrived vehicle A is

scheduled before vehicle j, i.e., TA < T,. Note that the earliest time vehicle j's updated

schedule time can be is after the server services vehicle A, a duration of 1/vm, and then

switches to Lane 1, a duration of w/vm. Thus, we have TA + l/vmrL + w/v. <; Tj. But

Ti'= Tr + 1/vr, since the schedule time of vehicle j is delayed only by the service time of

the newly arrived vehicle A. Thus, we have established that rA < Tr.

We now show that Tj + L/vmL ;> rj + L/Vm, thus, establishing a contradiction. Note that

T + L/v, is the time that vehicle j will reach the intersection, if it continues to follow the

trajectory xj it had been assigned before the arrival of vehicle A. Similarly, we note that

TA + L/vm is the time that vehicle A will enter the intersection region, under its trajectory
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XA. Next, we note that vehicle j is too close to the intersection to come to a full stop and

still enter the intersection region at full speed, because V2 / (2am) is precisely the minimum

distance required for a vehicle to accelerate from a full stop to full speed. The earliest

time at which newly arrived vehicle A can reach the intersection is to + L/vm, which may

be achieved by traversing the control region at maximum speed. The latest time at which

vehicle j completely exits the intersection region is no more than to + v,,m/am + (1 + W)/In,

which corresponds to accelerating from a full stop to full speed, a duration of ym/am, and

then clearing the intersection region at maximum speed, a duration of (1 + w)/v,. Putting

these results together, we have

L L Val 1 + zL L
TA+ - to+ - to+-+ _ j+-

where the second inequality comes from the minimum road length assumption L > L* >

v /a,,+ 1 +w. Since the schedule times of the vehicles within v2/ (2am) have not changed,

the MotionSynthesize procedure updates these vehicles with their current trajectories,

which are safe by assumption.

Thus far, we have shown the feasibility of Algorithm 1 for vehicles that are within a

distance of v./(2am) from the intersection. In the second (and third) steps of the proof

this lemma, we consider the vehicles outside this range. More precisely, let vehicle j be

located such that Ixj (to) v' / (2am). First, we note that there may be a series of vehicles

whose schedule times are updated to their previous schedule times. Since pushing back a

vehicle's schedule time affects the schedule times of all the vehicles behind it, this series

of vehicles must be closer to the intersection than the vehicles whose schedule times were

updated to a different time, and, thus, they must all follow one another--except for the

first vehicle in this series, which follows a vehicle that is within a distance of v./(2an)

from the intersection. Moreover, the updated trajectories of the vehicles in this series must

be the same trajectories these vehicles had been following before the arrival of vehicle A.

Therefore, if vehicle j has the same schedule time, i.e., -r = T, then the updated trajectory

X' of vehicle j must be the same as the trajectory xj it had been previously following, since

the MotionSynthesize procedure is given the same input trajectory and final time.
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Now, suppose vehicle j has a different updated schedule time, i.e., rJ $ 'r3 . We first

consider the case in which r._- = rji. This implies that the updated trajectory of vehicle

j - 1 is the same as its current trajectory. In other words, we are considering the feasibility

of Algorithm 1 for the first vehicle whose updated schedule time differs from its previous

schedule tiine. This implies that the updated trajectory x' of vehicle j will be different than

its previous trajectory xj. To show the feasibility of the algorithm, we must construct the

updated trajectory x' of vehicle j and then verify that it is indeed feasible, in the sense that

the updated and the previous trajectories agree up until time to, i.e., x' (t) = xj(t) for any

t < to. We now state some auxiliary claims that are crucial in the further development of

the proof this lemma. Define C(x', to, tf) as the set of dynamically admissible trajectories

that enters the control region at time to, reaches the intersection at time tf, and is safe

with vehicle x'. updated trajectory Claim. If there exists a trajectory ,ij for vehicle j

that is in the constraint C(x', to, tf) such that it agrees with the previous trajectory xj of

vehicle j up until time to, i.e., zg (t) = xj(t) for any t < to, then the trajectory a' =

arg minXEc(X',tO~f) fjf lx(t)ldt outputted by the MotionSynthesize procedure also agrees

with i up until time to, i.e., x'1(t) = ;- (t) for any t < to.

This claim allows us to circumvent directly constructing the updated trajectory x' of

vehicle j and verifying its feasibility, by simply requiring us to show the feasibility of a

trajectory i,, which in general is easier to construct.

Claim A. Let C be defined as above. Let x* be the solution to arg minXec ft I x(t)Idt.

Then, x* has the following property: that for any x E C and any t E [to, tjj, we have

|x(t)*| :5 |x(t)|.

Claim B. Let x1 and x 2 be trajectories that have the same initial conditions; however,

suppose x1 reaches the intersection at t, and x 2 reaches the intersection at a later time t2 ,

i.e., t 2 > t1 . Then, there exists a safe trajectory from the same initial conditions that reaches

the intersection at any time tf E [ti, t 2].

Claim C. There exists a safe trajectory x1 such that IxuI 5 min(Ix1I, 1x21) and the ter-

minal conditions of xi are the same as x 1, i.e., x1 and x, reach the intersection at the same

time. Similarly, there exists a safe trajectory x, such that IxUI > max(jxil, x 21) and xu

and x 2 reach the intersection at the same time.
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We denote the vehicle directly in front of vehicle j as vehicle j - 1.

Claim 1. Recall that to is the arrival time of vehicle A, and xj denotes the trajectory that

vehicle j is following at time to, before being assigned an updated trajectory x'. At time to,

we step through Algorithm 1, and suppose that the trajectory of vehicle j - 1 is updated to

its previous trajectory, i.e., x'_1 = xj- 1 , but the updated schedule time of vehicle j differs

from its previous schedule time, i.e., rj 7 r. If vehicle j can come to a full stop before

a distance v' /(2an) from the intersection, i.e., .(to) 2 /(2am) IX(to)I - v2 /(2a,,), then

vehicle j's updated trajectory x' agrees with its previous trajectory xj up until time to, i.e.,

X'(t) = xj (t) for any t < to.

Essentially, Claim 1 states that when Algorithm 1 is triggered, if the state of vehi-

cle j satisfies a certain condition, then the updated trajectory x' assigned to vehicle j via

MotionSynthesize is the same as its previous trajectory xj up until the current time.

To establish Claim 1, we first note that 1' I xj 1, since t' > tf. To show this, suppose

not. Then there exists t such that Ix'(t)l < Ixj(t)l and i'(t) > ij(t). By Claim C, there

exists a safe trajectory x, such that x, < min( I' 1,1x 1) and x, reaches the intersection at

time tf. But x, is strictly less than x' at time t, thus, x' cannot be the updated trajectory by

Claim A.

Now there exists a safe trajectory t from x(to) and (to) such that vehicle j crosses

the intersection at full speed at time t' , since the state of vehicle j at to is such that the

vehicle can come to a full stop before the intersection and accelerate back to full velocity

before entering intersection. By Claim A, the updated trajectory , must satisfy x'1 < t.

Combining this with I1x'1 I Ixjl, we must have that Ix'(t)I = Irj(t)I for any t < to, thus

establishing Claim 1.

Now, we show that a vehicle j whose updated schedule time differs from its previ-

ous schedule time, i.e., rj f 7-, always satisfies the necessary condition of Claim 1,

(to) 2/(2al) Jx(to)I - v'/(2a.). If vehicle j has position Ix3 (to)I > v2 /a,,, then

it automatically satisfies the necessary condition of Claim 1. Next, we consider a vehicle j

with position satisfying I x (to)I E [v,,/(2am), rvn/a,.), and we establish the necessary con-

dition of Claim 1 by proof by contradiction. Suppose ,(to) 2 /(2a.mn) > IX(to)I -rn/(2an).

Given this assumption, we show that the latest time vehicle j can possibly reach the inter-
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section is strictly less than to + L/v,. However, a changed schedule time enables vehicle j

to reach the intersection at least after time to + L/Vm, and thus we have our contradiction.

Let us first establish this latter claim, that vehicle j reaches the intersection after to + L/VU.

First, note that by our invariance assumption, vehicle j can arrive at the intersection at

time Tj + L/v7 . We proceed by showing Tr > to. The updated schedule time r of vehicle

j is such that Tr = T- + s = TA +s +r, where TA is the schedule time assigned to the newly

arrived vehicle A. But for any newly arrived vehicle, its schedule time TA cannot be earlier

than when it entered the control region, i.e., TA to, from which ry > to follows.

Now we establish that given the state constraint imposed on vehicle j at time to, i.e.,

x(to) 2 /(2a~) > IX(to)I - V2/(2am), vehicle j cannot possibly reach the intersection after

time to + L/Vor. We present this in the following claim.

Claim 2. Let vo be the velocity of vehicle j and o be the distance vehicle j is from the

intersection at time to. Suppose that the initial velocity and position satisfy vo/(2arn) >

o - v%/ (2am). Then, the latest time vehicle j can possibly reach the intersection is strictly

less than to + L/vm.

Denote v, as the lowest velocity that vehicle j can achieve while still reaching the

intersection with full speed. Note that the distance needed to decelerate from the current

velocity vo to a full stop and then accelerate from a full stop to full speed is precisely

(v + v2 )/(2a.,). But since (v2 + v2)/(2am) > o, vehicle j cannot possibly decelerate to

a full stop and still reach the intersection with maximum speed, i.e., v, > 0. In order to find

the latest time vehicle j can possibly reach the intersection, we wish to solve the following

free terminal time optimal control problem:

ftf

max to+ dt
x:[to,tfl-+R to

subject to j(t) = u(t), for all t E [to, tf];

0 < i(t) < v,, for all t E [to, tf1 ;

Iu(t)I < am, for all t E [to, tfJ

x(to) = xo; 7(to) = vo;

X(tf) = 0; ' (tf) = Vm.
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Note that we do not include a safety constraint with vehicle j-1, i.e., Ix(t) -xi (t) I;>

1, in the optimal control problem formulated above, since it produces a suitable upper bound

on the maximum terminal time. Also, due to the difficulty of handling state constraints

directly, we further relax this problem to the following optimal control problem, for which

a solution is readily available:

0Jmax to + dt
x: [to,tf I-+R ito

subject to j(t) = u(t), for all t E [to, tf];

Iu(t)I < am, for all t E [to, tf];

x(to) = Xo; (to) = vo;

x(t1 ) = 0; :i(tf) = vm.

The control law for this latter problem is simply bang-bang control, which can be easily

verified via Pontryagin's Minimum Principle. Furthermore, the optimal trajectory x that

maximizes the terminal time can be divided into two distinct phases. In the first phase,

vehicle j decelerates to the lowest speed vi as quickly as possible, while in the second

phase, vehicle j accelerates to full speed, again, as quickly as possible. This trajectory

is summarized in Table 4.1. Note that the velocity of vehicle j throughout the trajectory

satisfies the velocity constraint in the original optimal control problem, i.e., 0 < - (t) < V'm

for all t E [to, tf]; therefore, this trajectory must also be the solution to the earlier optimal

control problem posed.

Phase At Ax A v X

VO v-VI v v, -vo -am
am 2 am

Vm -

1 't2 _V2 2 r V~I Vm - V 1  am
am 

2
am

Total v.-+vo-2vi V_2+v-2v2 Vm - Voam 2 am

Table 4.1: Latest Schedule Time Trajectory

Now, the latest time at which vehicle j can possibly reach the intersection is

1.7M + vo - 2,t1 VIM + '1170 L
to + < < 2--- < to + L

aam a.,',,
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where the first inequality holds from vI > 0, the second inequality from vo < v., and

the last inequality from our assumption on the control region length, L > 2v2/a,,. This

concludes the proof of Claim 2.

We have shown that since the updated schedule timerj of vehicle j differs from its pre-

vious schedule time r, we must have that vehicle j was following a trajectory xj at time to

that would allow for it to reach the intersection at a time strictly greater than to + L/V.rn. But

due to the state constraint imposed on vehicle j at time to, we have shown that the latest

time that vehicle j can possibly reach the intersection is strictly less than to + L/v,1 . Thus,

the state constraint imposed on vehicle j cannot hold, establishing that vehicle j always

meets the necessary condition of Claim 1, i.e., ;i(to) 2 /(2an) JX(to)I - /(2a,).

Before we continue with the final part of the proof of this lemma, we introduce some

notation for ease of presentation. Let function nj be from the set of vehicles in Lane 1

whose updated schedule times rj differ from their previous schedule times r, i.e., n:{j:

<j, 1 # a} -+ N, as follows. Let nr be defined as nj = j + 1 -min{j :T 1  Tj rI}. We

say that vehicle j is the n'h uncommitted vehicle.

We denote F as the set of all allowable distance and velocity pairs (co, vo) so that the

n t uncommitted vehicle, with velocity vo and distance o from the intersection at time

to, can decelerate to a full stop and then accelerate to full speed, without coming within

a distance of (nj - 1)1 from the intersection, i.e., F = {( o, vo) E [0, L] x [0, vm]

vo/(2am-l) (o - v,/(2am,) - (nj - 1)l}. Furthermore, we denote OF as the left-hand

side boundary of the set Fj, i.e., OF = {( o, vo) E [0, L] x [0, '.rn.] : vo/(2a,,) = o -

v /(2aL) - (nj - 1)i}.

Claim 3. Recall that to is the arrival time of vehicle A. Denote xj the un-updated

trajectory of an uncommitted vehicle j. Then, the state of vehicle j at time to must satisfy

(x (to), I _ (to)) E Fj .

We have already established this claim for the case of nj = 1; this is precisely the

necessary condition of Claim 1. We continue proving Claim 3 for a vehicle j satisfying

nj > 1. Under its previous trajectory xj, vehicle j arrives at the intersection region at time

Ti + L/vm1 . Also, directly from our invariance assumption, we have that under its previous
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trajectory xj, vehicle j must attain full velocity a distance (nj - 1)l from the intersection,

in order to reach the intersection at time T + L/Vm while also being safe with trajectory

Xj_ 1. Moreover, vehicle j reaches a distance (nj - 1)1 from the intersection region at time

r + L/vm - (nj - 1)s, since vehicle j must traverse the distance (nr - 1)1 at full speed,

in order to ensure safety with trajectory xj-1 of vehicle j - 1.

Recall that TA denotes the schedule time of newly arrived vehicle A and also that the

updated schedule time T of vehicle j satisfies Tr = T - s. By starting with the arrival

time TA of vehicle A, counting its service time s, the time r to switch to the next queue,

and lastly the servicing of the nm - 1 vehicles in front of vehicle j, the updated schedule

timeTj' of vehicle j can be expressed asTj' = TA+ s + r + (n - 1)s. Therefore, the time

vehicle j reaches a distance (n, - 1)I from the intersection region can also be expressed as

TA + L/vm + r. But for newly arrived vehicle A, we have that TA to, from which we have

that the time vehicle j reaches a distance (nj - 1)I from the intersection region is strictly

later than to + L/Vm.

We establish Claim 3 by a proof by contradiction. Suppose vehicle j's state at time to

satisfies (Ix(to)1, -i (to)) 0 F. By mirroring Claim 2, it can be shown that vehicle j cannot

possibly reach a distance (nj - 1)l from the intersection region at full speed later than time

to + L/Vm. Simply note that the lowest velocity v, that vehicle j can achieve is strictly

greater than 0, i.e., v, > 0. Thus, the latest time that vehicle j can possibly reach a distance

(nj - 1)1 from the intersection region is to + (rm + vo - 2vl)/(am), which is strictly less

than to + L/Vm by our assumption on the length of the control region.

Now, we are ready to present some more notation that will be useful in the remainder of

the proof of this lemma. When vehicle j arrives at the intersection region, its state satisfies

(0, 'm) F. But at time to, vehicle j's state satisfies (Ix(to)I, :i (to)) E F. Thus, there

exists a time t such that vehicle j satisfies (Ixj(t)I, .j(t)) E OF,. We denote tc(xj) the

earliest such time, i.e., tc(xj) = inf{t: (Ixj(t)I, .i(t)) E OF)}. Note that by continuity of

the mapping t -+ (Ix(t)l,.i (t)), we have te(xj) E aF, since OF is a closed set. Also, it

is more convenient to work with the time that a vehicle arrives at the intersection region

rather than with its scchedule time. Thus, in the remainder of the proof, we denote tf as the

time vehicle j would have reached the intersection region if it had continued following its
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Figure 4-1: Phase portrait for Case I where there is no intersection point C. The x-axis represents distance $
from intersection, point I. The y-axis plots velocity. The dashed curve is aF7 .
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Figure 4-2: Phase portrait for Case I where there is an intersection point C. The x-axis represents distance (
from intersection, point I. The y-axis plots velocity. The dashed curve is OFj.

previous trajectory xj, i.e., tf =Tr + L/vm. Similarly, we denote t' as the time that vehicle

j is now scheduled to reach the intersection region according to its updated schedule time
T' i~e, t' =T'+L/V T S LV

sj .. f' = /)+LVr = Ti + s + L/vn.

Claim 1'. If uncommitted vehicle j has state at time to such that (Ixj (to)I, j (to)) E F,

then there exists a trajectory 5y for vehicle j such that z, (t) = xj (t) for all time t < to

and that z- reaches the intersection region with full speed at time t' , i.e., zy(t') = 0 and

Claim. Given a feasible and safe trajectory i, for vehicle j, the optimal trajectory x'.

for vehicle j satisfies x' (t) = ic (t) for all t < to.

We wish to show that there exists a trajectory zr, for vehicle j that agrees with its

previous trajectory xj up until time tc(xj), that is safe with the updated trajectory x'-,

i.e., Ix' > Ix'_1 I- + 1, and that reaches the intersection region with full speed at time t'.

We proceed by induction on nj. The case nj= 1 was established earlier in Claim 1. By

induction, we assume that zy _1(t) = x_1 (t) for all time t < te(xj_1). By Claim, we have

that the updated trajectory x'_ 1 for vehicle j - 1 also satisfies x'>(t) = iy_(t) for all

time t < t,(xj_ 1 ). We consider the following 2 cases.

Case 1. Suppose vehiclej -- 1 reaches OF,-1 first, i.e., t,(x'_) t,(xj). Let tA be the

time that vehicle j-1 arrives at the boundary OFj- 1 , i.e., tA = te(xj-_). Let tB' be the time
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that vehicle j arrives at the boundary OFj, i.e., tB, -- t,(xj). We construct - as follows.

Let z agree with xj from time to to time tB', i-es, 3j(t) = xj(t) for all time t E [to, tB1].

Up until time tB', j must be safe with x' 1 . Clearly, zg is safe with x'-_ from time to to

time tA, since Ixj(t)I > Ixj-1(t)I + 1 for all time t c [to, tA] by our invariance assumption.

To show safety from time tA to time tB, consider Figure .

Directly constructing the remainder of trajectory - is difficult. Thus, we take the fol-

lowing approach. We find two trajectories for vehicle j, which we denote t and Xq. The

trajectory for vehicle j extends z in such a way that it is safe with trajectory x' 1 , i.e.,

tj (t) I > Ix'_ I(t) I + 1 for all time t, and that vehicle j arrives at the intersection region with

full speed after time t' , i.e., there exists time t' > t' , such that ;t (t') = 0 and X (t') = Vm

The trajectory xq for vehicle j is constructed such that it reaches the intersection region

with full speed before time t', even if it may possibly be unsafe with trajectory x'_>, i.e.,

there exists time t'.' < t' such that xq(t'1') = 0 and igq(t'.') =v. Using trajectories x and

Xq, we then show that z exists by a continuity argument.

We construct trajectory xq for vehicle j by extending trajectory j as follows. Vehicle

j accelerates as quickly as possible from time tB, until it reaches full speed, after which,

vehicle j continues at full speed until it reaches the intersection region. Note that Ixq(t) <

xj (t) for all time t. But vehicle j under trajectory xj reaches the intersection region at

time tf < t' , from which vehicle j under trajectory Xq must reach the intersection region

strictly before time t'.

Before we construct trajectory x, we introduce notation that will be used throughout

the remainder of the proof. We denote the path of vehicle j as the curve that vehicle j

traces out on the phase portrait, i.e., a plot of velocity v versus distance from intersection

(. Similarly, we denote the path of vehicle j - 1 as the curve that it traces out on the phase

portrait but with a horizontal shift to the right of distance 1. In a sense, we are tracing the

rear bumper of vehicle j - 1, since this allows for a more natural interpretation of safety,

when compared to the path of vehicle j. Thus, vehicle j - 1 "arrives" at the intersection at

point I'. If point Q is on the phase portrait, we will refer to its coordinates as ( Q, vQ). We

denote point I as the intersection region, and the dashed curve is &Fj. Refer to Figure 4-1

for clarity. As a side note, to uniquely represent a vehicle's trajectory on a phase portrait,
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we also need to keep track of how long the vehicle spends at points of zero velocity in its

trajectory.

Now, we are ready to construct trajectory - for vehicle j. Suppose the path PBB'I of

vehicle j traced out by trajectory xq does not intersect the path PAA'II of vehicle j - 1

following x' 1 , as depicted in Figure 4-1, at any other point than P. Then, we define the

trajectory generated by path PBB'AA'III as the concatenation of four subtrajectories: the

trajectory Jej from point B to point B', the trajectory traced out by following &F from

point B' to point A, the trajectory x' 1 represented by path PAA/I/ from point A to point P,

and lastly the full speed trajectory from point F to point I. Note that the time for vehicle

j to reach the intersection region under path PBB'AA'I'I takes at least as long as the time

to traverse path PAA'I', a duration of t1 - to, plus the time it takes to traverse path PF1 I, a

duration of s; therefore, under path PBB'AA'I'I, vehicle j arrives at the intersection region

no earlier than time t' = tf + s. Moreover, it is not too difficult to see that the trajectory

of vehicle j generated by path PBBIAA'I'I is safe with trajectory x'_ 1 , represented by path

PAAII' of vehicle j - 1. Thus, the trajectory generated by path PBB'AA'I'I satisfies the

conditions of t.

Now, we construct trajectory z for vehicle j when the path of vehicle j following xq

does intersect the path PAAI'I of vehicle j - 1 following x'_ 1, at some point other than

P. Denote any such point as point C, as illustrated on the phase portrait in Figure 4-2.

We define the trajectory for vehicle j generated by path PBB'CA'II as the concatenation of

three subtrajectories: the trajectory iy from point B to point C, the trajectory generated

by path PCA'II from point C to point P, and lastly the full speed trajectory generated by

path PII, from point P to point I. Note that path PBB'CA'I'I satisfies the conditions of 2t.

Denote point Z as the intersection of the vertical line through point A and the path PBBI.

Note that the path PAC always lies above PZB'C, since point C is the earliest intersection

point of paths PBB'I and P4AII. Thus, if vehicle j were to start at point Z and vehicle

j - 1 were to start at A and follow their respective paths, vehicle j would always be safe

with vehicle j - 1, i.e., AC(t) > ZB'C(t), where /PATH(t) denotes the coordinate of

path PPATH at time t. Moreover, since vehicle j in actuality begins its trajectory at point

B when vehicle j - 1 begins its trajectory at point A, vehicle j must first traverse path PBz
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before arriving at point Z; thus, vehicle j under path PBB'C is safe with vehicle j - 1 under

path PIC. Furthermore, the trajectory of vehicle j as it traverses path PBB'CA'II from point

C to point I is safe with the trajectory of vehicle j - 1, since vehicle j arrives at point C

later than vehicle j -1 arrives at point C and then both follow the same path. Thus, we have

shown the safety of : with x'-_. Lastly, note that vehicle j arrives at the intersection region

no earlier than time t' . To see this, notice that the it takes longer to traverse path PBB'CA'I'

than path PACA'I', which requires a duration of tj - to. To traverse path P1I' requires a

duration of s, from which we have that vehicle j arrives at the intersection region no earlier

than time t', = tf + s.

Thus far, we have constructed trajectories xq and x. We now show the existence of Xy.

The first step is to show that there exists points N and N' such that path PBB'N'NI'I and

path PAA'I, I are traversed in the same amount of time and are safe with each other.

We first the consider the case when there is no intersection point C, as noted earlier.

Suppose we find points N and N' such that these two paths are traversed in the same

amount of time. Furthermore, suppose that N and N' are chosen so that PBBININJII( ) >

P4AII(), for all . Then, the trajectories generated by these two paths must be safe.

Starting at the intersection, note that the upper path is always traveling at a faster velocity

than the lower path for each position , from which we have safety. Thus, it remains to

show that points N and N' exist such that the two paths are traversed in the same amount

of time and that PBB'N'NIFI( ) - PAA'I'I( ), for all (.

At each point N on the path P4A'I, we can accelerate at maximum acceleration until we

intersect path PBB'II at some point, which we denote N'. By construction, path PBB'N'NII

is above the path PAA'II, and below path PBB'N'pI. Therefore, the time required for vehicle

j to traverse path PBB'N'NI'I is lower and upper bounded by the time it takes vehicle j to

traverse xq and x, respectively. For any path PPATH, we define At(PPATH) as the time

duration of traversing path PPATH. Thus, Note that for each N, there always exists N'.

Next, the map N -> At(PBB'N'NI) is continuous. Thus, there must exist N such that

At(PBB'N'NI) = At(PAA.'II ) = t- to, since the range of the map &N -* At(PBB'N'NI)

is [At(PBB'I), At(PIBB'AA'P'I)1 3 t- t0-

Now, we look at the case where some intersection point C exists. Verifying safety
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in this case is slightly more involved. In this case, we cannot find a path that is always

greater that the path traced out by x' 1 ; however, we can still find a path that is indeed

safe with x'-,. Suppose we find points N and N' such that PCNI'I() K PCN'NI'I() and

the durations of path PBB'CN'NI'I and path PACA'NI'II are equal. Then, safety follows.

To see this, consider starting at the intersection and follow the trajectories generated by

these paths as time decreases. Since the upper path is always going at a faster velocity,

then for any time t such that vehicle j is closer to the intersection than point C, we have

EBB'CN'NI'I(t) > ACAI'NIIw(t). Similarly, starting from time to, since vehicle j is always

traveling at a lower velocity, we have that for any time t until vehicle j reaches point C,

we have BB'CN'NI(t) > $ACA'N'I(t). Thus, safety of paths PBB'CN'NI and PACA'NII are

ensured. Lastly, the map N -- At(PBB'N'NI) is again continuous; however, we restrict

ourselves to only points N along path PBB'CI that are closer to the intersection than point

C.

Case 2. Suppose vehicle j reaches OF first, i.e., tc(x'_i) tc(xj). Then, we show

that we can reduce this to Case 1 for some later time t' > to. Some time elapses until

vehicle j - 1 reaches 0Fj_1, which we denoted time tA. Over this time interval [to, tA], we

define trajectory ij as decelerating at full deceleration. First, note that [' j > I j. Thus,

vehicle j - 1 following trajectory x>_1 until time tA is safe with trajectory xi. It remains

to show that there exists a feasible trajectory for vehicle j from point B' so that it reaches

the intersection before time t'. With this, note that time tA in this case acts like the arrival

time to of Case 1. Proof follows by Case 1 argument.

Note that vehicle j can reach the intersection before time t', if it were at point B, at time

tA (by simply following original trajectory xj it arrives at time t1 < t'). Also, vehicle j can

reach the intersection before time t', if it were at point A' at time tA (by simply copying the

control strategy of vehicle j - 1 under trajectory x. 1 , vehicle j arrives at the intersection

at time t' ). Now, we know that at time tA, vehicle j is on the path PBA. Now consider the

path from point B' that accelerates at full acceleration until reaching maximum velocity at

point D, then continuing to the intersection with full speed. Call this path PB'DI. We lower

and upper bound this path as follows. Denote path PBEDI as the path beginning at point

B and accelerating at maximum acceleration until reaching maximum velocity at point E,
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then continuing on to the intersection with full speed. We see that R 1 PB-DI < PBEDI.

Thus, the time duration of path PB'DI must also be bounded above and below by At(P.41 )

and At(PBEDI), respectively. But At(PBEDI) is bounded above by the time vehicle j

traverses to the intersection under trajectory xj; therefore, following path PBEDI, vehicle j

arrives at the intersection before time tj < t'.
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Chapter 5

Computational Experiments

In this chapter, we evaluate the proposed coordination algorithm in computational sim-

ulations. First, we describe our approach to obtaining numerical approximations to the

vehicle trajectories as computed by the MotionSynthesize procedure. We then illustrate

these trajectories in light-load, medium-load, and heavy-load traffic. Next, we justify our

process of thinning out vehicles. Lastly, we compare the performance of our algorithm with

an intersection managed by a traditional traffic light with human drivers. We used Matlab

to generate the simulation results presented in this chapter, solving the linear programs with

Gurobi [14]. Incoming vehicle arrival times were generated by a Matern process [27]. The

vehicle length, width, maximum velocity, and maximum acceleration were taken to be 2

meters, 1 meter, 10 meters/sec, and 4 meters/sec2, respectively.

5.1 Approximate Vehicle Trajectories

A polling system is initialized with nonzero deterministic service time and switching time

as mentioned in Chapter 3. The "wait-and-see" switching policy was chosen to govern

the polling system switching dynamics. Approximate trajectories of the vehicles were

obtained by discretizing the mathematical program in the MotionSynthesize procedure.
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This discretization leads to the following linear program:

N

max SE
i=O

Xi+ 1 = h + (vi + v+ 1) -At/2, for all i;

vi+1 = vi + ui - At, for all i;

0 < vi : v.,,, for all i;

-am < ui < ar, for all i;

xi K x'(to + i - At) - l, for all i;

o=-

XN 0;

Vo ='Urn;

Vn = Urni

where At is the time step of the time history, to is the arrival time of some vehicle that trig-

gers the algorithm, [Xo, .. . XN, V, - - - VN,110, - - - , UN-1] is the state vector, representing

the discretized position, velocity and acceleration of the vehicle at time to + i - At, and x' is

the trajectory of the vehicle directly in front. Note that the trajectory x' of the vehicle ahead

is interpolated at time to + i -At. Expected delays were estimated by running the simulation

for a long time and averaging the delay incurred by each vehicle in the system. We find that

N = 800 yields sufficiently smooth trajectories. However, in general, the required degree

of discretization varies with the control region length. Also, since the vehicle directly in

front is discretized, we found that a quadratic interpolation scheme, using the positions as

well as the velocities, significantly improves the quality of approximation than using the

standard linear interpolation.

In Figure 5-1, we show trajectories of vehicles under an exhaustive policy with in-

creasing load. It can be seen that the platooning behavior emerges when the load becomes

substantial. In Figure 5-2, we show trajectories of vehicles under a k-limited polling policy.

In none of these simulations, the MotionSynthesize procedure reported infeasible, which
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Figure 5-1: The trajectories of the vehicles are shown. The top, middle, and bottom figures are light, medium,

and heavy load cases, respectively. The top half of each figure shows the trajectories of vehicles in Lane 1,

and the bottom half is the trajectories of vehicles from Lane 2. Each figure shows a small window of time

after the system reaches steady state.
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Figure 5-2: The trajectories of the vehicles are shown according to a k-limited polling policy, where k 4

in the upper plot and k = 8 in the lower plot.

is in line with Lemma 4.3.1, hence with Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

Next, we compute performance bounds on Algorithm 1, assuming the exhaustive pol-

icy and vehicles arrive according to a Matdrn process. Define the Poisson process with

parameter A as the Poisson point process in the line that has intensity A. Define the Matern

process with parameter A as the Matern process obtained by thinning a Poisson process

with parameter A. Note that the intensity of the Matern process with parameter A is

1 - exp(-2Ab)

2b

where b is the service time [27]. In Figure 5-3, we compare the performance of our pro-

posed algorithm with the performance of the corresponding polling systems, which is in

line with our result in Theorem 4.3.3. Note that for any A, we can bound the average de-

lay incurred in Algorithm I by the average wait time of an exhaustive polling system with

Poisson arrivals of an appropriate intensity.
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Figure 5-3: The comparison of the performance of the proposed algorithm with the performance of the

corresponding polling system.

5.2 Overcrowding Assumption

Recall that the manner in which we modeled overcrowding in our system was by thinning

out the incoming vehicle before it ever entered the control region if no feasible trajectory

existed for it. Although one may argue that the choice of polling policy affects the thinning

of incoming vehicles-indeed for a fixed control region length and fixed vehicle arrival rates

for each lane, the exhaustive policy, on average, tends to thin less vehicles than the k-limited

policy-because we are considering stochastic arrivals, any algorithm, even one which most

optimally motion plans vehicles so as to eliminate thinning, will inevitably require a similar

overcrowding assumption. In future work, we hope to relax the overcrowding assumption

and consider a more natural model, such as vehicles slowing down before reaching the

control region as they approach this congested region.

For the remainder of the simulations carried out in this section, we employed the ex-

haustive policy, although any regular polling policy can be used and should show similar

results. First, let us consider how often a vehicle may be thinned. In Figure 5-4, the per-

centage of thinned vehicles is plotted against arrival process intensity. These quantities

are each per lane, i.e., arrival process intensity for each lane, and percentage of vehicles
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Figure 5-4: Percentage of thinned vehicles as a function of arrival process intensity. The length of the control
region is set to L* =50 meters.

per lane. We see that until approximately 2.15 vehicles per second, virtually no thinning

occurs. These results were obtained by running our proposed algorithm for 50,000 sec-

onds of simulation time, and comparing the number of thinned vehicles per lane to the total

number of vehicles that approached that lane. Note that this simulation uses the shortest

possible control region length L*, as determined by Assumption 4.2.3. For longer control

regions, the onset of thinning is pushed even closer to the point of instability (2.5 vehicles

per second).

Next, we consider how often the event of a thinned vehicle occurs as a function of

control region length. In Figure 5-5, we plot the log of the intensity of thinned vehicles

as a function of the control region length. We fixed an arrival rate per lane of 2.45 vehi-

cles per second. Each data point represents 50,000 to 100,000 seconds of simulation time,

depending on how quickly the intensity converged. Note that the log of the intensity is

approximately linear with road length, or that the number of thinned vehicles decreases ex-

ponentially with increasing road length. This suggests that the number of thinned vehicles
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Figure 5-5: Log of the intensity of thinned vehicles, in units of log (veh/sec), is plotted against control region
length L.

is connected with the time that the queue length spends above a certain threshold.

5.3 Traffic Light Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with a traffic light

scenario. Two lanes of vehicles are approaching an intersection of same dimensions as in

the problem definition in Chapter 2. The traffic light cycles through three phases for each

lane in the following order: green, yellow, red, yellow. In the green phase, vehicles quickly

accelerate to maximum speed, attempting to pass through the intersection. During the red

phase, vehicles decelerate quickly to a full stop, approaching as close to the intersection as

safely possible. In the yellow phase, vehicles do one of two things. If the vehicle can come

to a full stop before entering the intersection, the vehicle decelerates to a stop as close to

the intersection as safely possible; otherwise, the vehicle accelerates quickly and passes

through the intersection. This implies that a yellow phase which follows a red phase is

simply an extension of the previous red phase. Also, the traffic cycle is staggered so that

while one lane is in its green phase, the other is in its red phase, and vice versa. Although
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both lanes are in the yellow phase simultaneously, due to the staggering of the green and

red phases, only one lane permits its vehicles to traverse the intersection, provided that they

cannot safely come to a stop before entering the intersection region.

The duration of the yellow phase is a constant depending on the geometry and dynamics

of the vehicles, calculated such that it is the minimum amount of time to guarantee safety

between the two lanes of intersecting traffic: a vehicle, that cannot decelerate to a stop

before the intersection, is able to completely clear the intersection region by the end of that

yellow phase. For example, suppose a vehicle is traveling at full speed vm at the instant the

traffic light switched from the green phase to yellow phase. The distance required for the

vehicle to come to a full stop is vi/(2am). However, suppose the remaining road length in

front of the vehicle is slightly less than this quantity, and thus, the vehicle must continue at

full speed and clear the intersection. The time to reach and exit the intersection region is

slightly less than vm/(2am) + (l+w)/vm. To ensure safety, the duration of the yellow phase

must be at least as long. One can show that for any other initial configuration of position

and velocity at the beginning of the yellow phase, that the time for such a problematic

vehicle to clear the intersection is also no greater than vm/(2am) + (I + w)/vm. Thus, the

duration of the yellow phase is set to this time length.

In the traffic light simulation, time is discretized, and vehicles are populated according

to a Mat6rn process. These vehicles are initialized to maximum velocity, and at each time

step, a control action is determined for each vehicle. To keep in line with a traditional traffic

light scenario, we assume that in determining its control action, the vehicle can see what

phase the lane is currently in, no matter how far away from the intersection the vehicle is

located; however, the vehicle does not know how much longer the current phase will last.

Also, we assume that the drivers have perfect knowledge of the instantaneous velocity of

the vehicle directly in front and also of the distance between the two vehicles. Although the

vehicle does not know the future trajectory of the vehicle in front, the vehicle does know

what the instantaneous acceleration of the vehicle in front is, i.e., the vehicle knows what

the vehicle in front is about to do. Given these constraints, we design control strategies for

the vehicles such that they position themselves as close to the vehicle in front as possible,

while also preserving safety. The manner in which we do this is by finding, at each time
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Figure 5-6: Proposed algorithm expected wait time is compared with a traditional traffic simulation with

green and red light phases of 5 seconds, 10 seconds, and 15 seconds.

step, the maximum acceleration possible to govern the motion of the vehicle over the next

time interval, that will guarantee the following condition is satisfied at the next time step:

vg/(2am) < - + v _1/(2am), where is the distance between the bumpers of the two

vehicles, and v3 and vj- 1 are the velocities of the vehicle and the vehicle directly in front,

respectively. One can interpret this condition as follows: if the vehicle in front, beginning at

the next time step, decelerates with maximum deceleration to a full stop, the vehicle behind

can also safely come to a stop. This traffic light intersection is populated by vehicles with

aggressive control strategies, and thus, provides a lower bound on the expected wait time of

a traditional intersection. Even so note in Figure 5-6, that Algorithm I with the exhaustive

policy outperforms, in terms of minimizing delay, by at least two orders of magnitude this

aggressive traffic light scenario.
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Traffic Light with g=r=15 sec -

- - Exhaustive Policy with Poisson Arrivals

do
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we considered the problem of coordinating the motion of vehicles through

an intersection with no traffic lights. We proposed a coordination algorithm that provides

provable guarantees on both safety and performance in all-autonomous traffic intersections.

The proposed algorithm, at its core, schedules vehicles to use the intersection region ac-

cording to a polling policy, which can be selected from a wide variety of policies. Then,

we show that one can motion plan the vehicles in the control region in a safe and high

performance fashion. In that regard, this work established novel connections between the

polling systems literature and the motion planning, in the context of coordination problems

in all-autonomous intersections. Furthermore, provable performance bounds were estab-

lished for the average delay of the proposed algorithm by considering its corresponding

polling policy. Simulations verified these bounds for the case of a Mat6rn arrival pro-

cess. A computationally efficient method of approximating the optimal trajectories was

established. High performance of the proposed algorithm was compared to a traditional

red-yellow-green traffic light populated with aggressive human drivers.

In future work, we plan to make a more realistic overcrowding assumption. For ex-

ample, suppose that as vehicles approach the congested control region, they slow down,

mirroring what happens as cars approach a highly congested traffic intersection. Also, in

future work we wish to consider a more complex protocol for handling multi-lane traffic

intersections, in which vehicles have the option to continue traveling straight, or turn left

or right. This adds significant complexity to the problem. However, a simpler problem that
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one can first consider is a multi-lane traffic scenario in which vehicles are only allowed to

go straight along their road. We believe that this problem can be solved directly building

off the concepts developed in this thesis.

Also, we believe that a minimum road length L* exists for broader classes of dynamic

models, such as an 'nth order integrator with bounded derivatives. This class of dynamic

models is rich enough to model accurately many physical systems, since most systems can

be sufficiently approximated as a series of first order systems. We believe that a minimum

road length can be established for such n.th order integrators with asymmetric bounds on the

derivatives. This is quite useful since in general, physical systems such as cars, airplanes,

etc., accelerate and decelerate at different rates.

Moreover, this work introduces a new type of polling systems in which customers are

subject to differential constraints. We believe that these models may be valuable in a num-

ber of applications involving congested environments, including automated warehouses,

ports, and factories as well as air traffic control problems.
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